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EclipsE Art 
of thE tAblE
And if there’s an appetite for even more art on the table, we’ve introduced our limited edition Eclipse 

porcelain, adorned with art from the internally acclaimed artist Codriez. The set comes alive with 

playful drawings in vivide colours and was developed as a tribute to the joy of dining with family and 

friends. Light is a returning theme across Codriez’ work. Each drawing begins its life with light (either 

a lamp or the sun) and from there he uses his collection of memories and connects them line by line, 

creating a collection of unmistakable colourful drawings.

Codriez draws, paints composes and plays music as a way of expression and to connect with people. 

He creates a joyful, unique universe, inhabited with colourful characters who reach out to all who see 

them. But more than that, Codriez’ intention is to give people a reason to connect with each other, 

especially when dining together. His collection is designed to encourage people to talk about the 

unusual items on the table, to chat about each other’s dreams, and ocasionally to look in to each 

other’s eyes. For Codriez you see, looking in to someone’s eyes is ‘seeing the light of that person’ 

because light is connected with life, sincerity, openness and happiness. And things have come full 

circle where light is the beginning and the end of Codriez’ artistic quest.  
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EclipsE    
4x round plate
3705003 28,00 cm | 11“

EclipsE    
4x round plate
3705001 22,50 cm | 8 3/4“

EclipsE    
4x soup plate
3705004 20,00 cm | 8“

EclipsE    
4x round plate
3705002 25,00 cm | 10“

EclipsE    
4x pasta plate
3705000 24,50 cm | 9 1/2“

Eclipse  
Tableware
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EclipsE    
2x coffee mug
3705009 8,00 cm | 3 1/4“ 

 0,37 l |   0.39 QT

EclipsE    
2x coffee cup set
3705006 0,18 l |   0.19 QT

EclipsE    
2x espresso cup set
3705022 0,08 l |   0.08 QT

EclipsE    
2x tea cup set
3705007 0,24 l |   0.25 QT

EclipsE    
2x breakfast cup set
3705008 0,40 l |   0.42 QT

EclipsE    
2x cereal bowl
3705012 15,00 cm | 5 3/4“ 

 0,65 l |   0.69 QT

EclipsE    
Vase
3705014 19,50 cm | 7 3/4“ 

 1,3 l |   1.4 QT

EclipsE    
2x rice bowl set (with chopstick)
3705013 21,00 cm | 7 3/4“ 

 0,30 l |   0.32 QT

Eclipse  
Tableware
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EclipsE  
3-pc condiment set
3705102
1x salt shaker   4,5 x 8 cm (1 1/2” x 3 1/4”) 

1x pepper shaker   4,5 x 8 cm (1 1/2” x 3 1/4”) 

1x covered butter dish   18 x 12,5 x 7,5 cm (7” x 5” x 3”) 

EclipsE  
6-pc coffee / tea serving set
3705100
1x sugar bowl with lid   0,30 l (0.32 Qt) 

1x milk jug with lid   0,35 l (0.37 Qt) 

1x tea pot with lid   1,3 l (1.4 Qt)

EclipsE  
2-pc table decoration set
3705101
1x vase    8,5 x 12 cm (3 1/4” x 4 3/4”) 

1x candle holder   6 x 10 cm (2 1/4” x 4”) 
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